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Welcome  
 
Welcome to our 11th newsletter for the residents of Greenough Harbour. Our continuing 
mission is to provide updates on what the board for the Greenough Harbour Preservation 
Association is doing on behalf of all residents (i.e. news from beyond the Greenough Rock) 
as well as news about the community and world at large as it relates to our little piece of 
heaven. 
 
All board meeting minutes can be found on our website under the Community tab 
http://www.greenoughharbourcommunity.ca. If you haven’t registered yet for the website, 
you will need to register before you can access the meeting minutes. 
 
Suggestions for newsletter topics are always welcome and can be sent to Mike Warkentin 
at m_warkentin@rogers.com or posted on our website under a generic post or under the 
category Community/Newsletter. 
 

First Greenough Harbour Speaker Social  

Mark and Andrea Flanagan hosted the first Greenough Harbour Speaker Social. We need a 
better name or acronym for these events – GHSS sounds like a high-school! The event was 
on Saturday July 21st at their beautiful home at 182 Greenough Pt. Rd. The speaker was 
Professor Stephen Scharper of the University of Toronto. Professor Scharper is in great 
demand as a speaker on various topics related to nature and the environment. He has 
spoken at the Bruce Peninsula's Sources of Knowledge Forum, and is well known for his 
engaging presentations.  

http://www.greenoughharbourcommunity.ca/
mailto:m_warkentin@rogers.com
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A wonderful pot luck lunch was served first, with some amazing salads and desserts 
followed by some socializing and then the main speaker.  

 

Stephen gave an engaging presentation on finding hope in times of environmental 
challenges. Our current environmental state is prompting a re-examination of the 
fundamental goals and purpose of what our place and role are as a human community. 
While the contours of our environmental destruction are being highlighted both scientists 
and social scientists, the effect on our personal lives, and spirits, is less heralded, and can 
often lead to paralysis and despair. Where do we find hope and galvanizing energy in a 
time of climate chaos?  

Stephen related this our home here in Greenough by dividing us into small groups of three 
to share three things: first what we love about Greenough, second how can we spread this 
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love to other folks, and finally what is our biggest challenge. Then these were shared for 
discussion with the entire group.  

 

It was a great way to spend a lovely afternoon at Greenough. Many thanks to Andrea and 
Mark for arranging and hosting this event! 

Higher Speed Internet Status 

As many of you know GBTel has now introduced higher speed internet packages with their 
completion of the new tower. I upgraded and I must say browsing is noticeably faster and 
the buffering that I was experiencing with streaming to my Kodi device has all but 
disappeared. You occasionally get a stream that has a slow server, but overall I can watch 
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an entire movie without a single buffer pause. I am getting on average 11Mbps download 
and 2.1 Mbps upload – which is rated “typical”. The plans can be found here: 
https://www.gbtel.ca/plans  

Lot Walkthrough with Tyler Miller 
 
At Greenough Harbour we're spoiled with an abundance of flora and fauna, but many of us 

have little more than a laymen's knowledge of the species we spot on our lots.  Some of us 

are lucky enough to have the globally rare Dwarf Lake Iris, or the beautiful Yellow Lady's 

Slipper. Others, like myself, have also encountered invasive plants that required careful 

removal. Since our family arrived 3 years ago we have often wished that we could 

confidently identify more of the trees, plants and small creatures. Not only are we curious, 

but we would also like to know how best to protect the environment around us. 

Tyler Miller, a local expert, (currently with Parks Canada), will now be offering just such a 

service to all of us: thorough lot-specific inventories of flora and fauna.  

Tyler is a passionate, dedicated, and locally raised ecologist with an inherent knowledge of 

the North Bruce Peninsula. He has nearly a decade of applied environmental science 

experience and his core areas of expertise include conducting botanical surveys, habitat 

classification, ecological monitoring, ecological restoration and invasive species 

management. Tyler is a Fish and Wildlife Technician and Ecosystem Management 

Technologist from Sir Sandford Fleming College, School of Environmental & Natural 

Resource Sciences. He has worked for the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry, the 

Bruce Peninsula Biosphere Association, and is currently with Parks Canada.  

Tyler's proposal is as follows: "I would be pleased to provide my services this coming field 

season. I can provide the following options. Folks can also approach me with other interests 

and I will see if I can accommodate them: 

Lot Based Assessments: 

 Introductory Inventory (inventory of the plants and any incidental fauna (birds, 

amphibians, reptiles) during one visit). In order to capture the maximum flora it is 

best to do this during the summer. I can conduct an inventory in the spring or early 

summer, but this may mean that mid to late summer species are missed. 

 

https://www.gbtel.ca/plans
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 Comprehensive Inventory (requires 2-3 visits to capture spring, summer, and fall 

flora) 

 Walkthrough Lot Interpretation I can show and teach landowners the species they 

have on their properties (from the grasses and sedges to the wildflowers to the trees, 

and any incidental wildlife) and how the forest ecosystem is tied together. 

 Best Management Practice Recommendations based on findings in the event of any 

environmental concerns (for example, due to lot alteration, restoration or invasive 

species management) 

 Optionally I can also provide a digital summary including an inventory of 

observations, notes and recommendations based on the assessment request."  

Tyler notes that the time it would take to complete an inventory would vary based upon the 

type of assessment requested as well as the size of the lot in question. He estimates for 

example, that he would expect to accomplish a thorough introductory inventory on a 1.5 

acre lot in approximately 3/4 - 1 1/2 hrs (depending on the species diversity, habitat type 

etc.). 

Tyler is prepared to offer Greenough Harbor residents a discount on pricing because of our 

environmentally minded considerations. He would apply an hourly rate which would only 

include the time he spent on the property and the time needed to prepare digital summaries 

(if those were desired): $50/hour for the first 1 1/2 hours and $70/hour for any subsequent 

time.  

Contact Tyler Miller directly at TyMiller@live.ca if you are interested 

Other Local Tidbits  
 
In no particular order, here are some other bits of information in the area: 

 The zoning amendment to return the properties by the beach from multi-family 
residential (duplex, triplex, fourplex) back to single detached residential was 
approved by council at the Jun 25th meeting. No one from the public spoke against 
the proposal.  
 

 The next municipal election for MNBP will be Mon. Oct 22, 2018. Voting can be done 
online from Mon. Oct 15th at 8:00am until 8:00pm on Election Day. The voters list will 
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be available at the municipality office after Sept. 1. The following people are up for 
election: 
 

Name of Candidate Office 

Dirckx, Leroy D Mayor 

McIver, Milt Mayor 

Mosiuk, Jim Mayor 

Greig, Patricia Deputy Mayor 

Myles, Debbie Deputy Mayor 

Boyle, Tom Councillor 

Golden, Laurie (Smokey) Councillor 

Heffernan, Terry Councillor 

Hines, Randy Councillor 

McAfee, Thomas John Councillor 

Mielhausen, James Councillor 

Myles, Megan Councillor 

Riach, David Councillor 

Sarbakhsh, Neda Councillor 

 

 A 3,272 km tract of land including 6.5 km of prime pristine beach (Driftwood Cove) 
was purchased by Parks Canada and the Bruce Trail Conservancy to extend the 
Bruce Peninsula National Park. The area is south of Little Cove Rd and north of 
Cameron Lake on the east side of highway 6. 

 

 For the hikers in the area (including our valiant team of Bruce Trail maintenance folks 
lead by Kenn Lendrum) be aware that a Black Legged Tick found in the Bruce 
Peninsula tested positive for the Borella burgdorferi bacteria that causes Lyme 
disease. Note however that so far there have been no confirmed cases of Lyme 
disease in Grey Bruce counties in 2018. Public Health Canada recommends hikers 
take the following precautions: 

o Use bug spray with DEET or Icardin 
o Wear closed-toe shoes, long sleeves and pants 
o Tuck pants into socks and shirt into pants 
o Walk on paths 
o Do a daily full body check on yourself, children, pets and gear 
o Shower or bathe within 2 hours of being outdoors 
o Put clothes in a clothes dryer on high heat for at  least 10 minutes 
o Remove ticks immediately with fine tip tweezers and submit it to Grey Bruce 

health providers for identification  
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What’s In the Night Sky – The Perseids (August) 

Every year at this time, the earth in its orbit around the sun cross the debris left over from 
Comet Swift Tuttle. Comet Swift Tuttle has an orbital period of 133 years and its next 
perihelion (closest approach to the sun) is on Jul 12, 2126. 

In the meantime, the debris from the comet from its last perihelion provides one of the most 
spectacular events of the summer, the annual Perseid meteor shower. During this shower – 
which appears to radiate from the constellation of Perseus, you can expect to see between 
60-70 meteors per hour. Peak this year is on the night of Aug 12-13 after midnight, but you 
should also get a great view on the night of Aug 11-12 as well. If you miss these dates, any 
clear night the week before or after the peak will also exhibit some meteors. The moon this 
year is close to new (a crescent) so it will have set before the big show at midnight. 

In addition to the Perseids, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn and the brightest star of the night after 
Venus – Mars also appear in the night sky.  So turn out your lights and get out and enjoy 
the show. Contact me if you have any questions or come see us at Bayside Astronomy in 
Lion’s Head on Saturday Aug 11. 

Upcoming Events 
 

 Perseid’s Meteor Shower – Aug 12, 13 2018 

 Summerfolk Music Festival – Owen Sound – Aug 17,18,19 – Kelso Beach Park 

www.summerfolk.org 

 All Candidates Meet & Greet – Aug 18 1-6pm 2832 Highway 6 (Old Northwinds 

Restaurant)  

Anne’s Inspirational Quote:  
 

http://www.summerfolk.org/
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